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Champaign has already materialized into a vast urban society in that 
it faces the complexities of social development as well as crisis that 
are attributed to the inequ1ties of any political system. In rec&nt 
years. the BJ.ack Community, has called upon the Champaign Park 

District to assume a greater responsibility in solving problems ~ich 
have not traditionally been seen as a Park recreational function. Yet 
the expression of the Black Community is valid in that the social pro-' 
bleInS which the Black Community now .faces, ness1tates a new concept " 
and goal, if Parks and Recreation are to be seen as a social conclusion 
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I to the leisurely expressions of Black values.. This concept not only 
suggests, but demands an end to the stereotype of a football and 
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basketball being the ideal answer but must reflect the values of those 
, fb- se~k;-to serve-arur wher~ '~-;;d be it must make available 1 ts re
Lsources to assist its users in developing and implementing its values. 
The Black Community of NorthEast Champaign has since its conception 
been .forced to accept a concept of recreation that has not presented 
its values no~ constructive utilization of lei§ure t1me. It has been 
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. ',/ this conf1ict as well as no avenue of programmatiC political expres
\', 

<"'s/'u Jdr"v sion into park and recreational facilities which has served to com
,rY pound the problem. The increased taxation upon the limited and in

adequate facilities as well as the growing problems of a egolitarian 
society has served to make the .facilities of NorthEast Champaign a 

battlefield and a possible death trap for its users. The correction 
of these invaluables shall only occur by the Champaign Park District 
developing a long range and short range goal for NobthEast Champaign. 
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SHORT RANGE GOALS 
,...1It 

The Park District must be prepared to meet the immediate recrea
tional needs of the Black Community. 

1. 	 Land Acquisition 
It is clear that Douglass Center shall continue to serve as 
the main collector Park area for the NorthEast Champaign 
Community. Any .future expans10n of that Park fac111ty shall 

be contingent upon the Champaign School District and their 
intent for Washington Elementary School. This by no means 
suggests that immediate corrective measures can not be taken 
to make the Douglass Center area a reflection of its users 
values but the steps must be constructive if they are to have 
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Land Acquisition (con't). 
You have disillusioned the Black Community by the installment 
of the proposed multi-purpose landscaping area when in fact 
the Park needed more creative facilities for toddlers and'----------. ----
Youth. You have overlooked a constructive design for the 
Park that would have given it a residential purpose ~m
patible with the surrounding c.ommun!ty. Instead bigger slabs 
of concrete were developed for basketball use where in fact 
the complete renovation of the baseball diamond area could 
have occurred lending it to a multi-recreational area. It 
is the only facility of its size in the community and used 
far more than any other facUity, yet plans were not made 
immediately to make the facility a full on-going facility 
for 0':l_~~~.~!"_,_~e. This means that the short range obligation 
of the Champaign Park District is that of bringing the Douglass 
Center Park area to an immediate capability of handling its 
oapacity. Because land acquisition is ,!lot forseeable in the 
Douglass Center area this shall require the immediate develop
ment of many parks which will lend themselves more to~~ds a 
personalized use as a means of meeting the recreational 
facilities of NorthEast Champaign. 
Hulti-p:urpose Center 7~' rd~·i,.. }{. ~,f~· • 
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The Champaign Park District completly failed the community of 
NorthEast Champa.ign by f~iling to exe2ute~_,~_~P.E...liq!,~!,Q.+l....tor 
a multi-recrea.tional facility to be constructed in the U~pan
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Ronewal area.. The failure is even more obvious by the exis
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tence of Spalding Swimming Pool and tile relationship of the 
Champaign Park District and the Champaign Cotmty Housing 
Authority in the development of that facility. It is now 
clear that a vast recreational facility is not needed in the 
Douglass Center area. This does not suggest nor imply that 
a new multi-recreational facility is not required but it does 
mean that a multi-recreational facility capable of handling 
the varying needs of its users must be developed. \ihile this 
course of action is taking place, th..Ea~ygl.~..Qente~e 

\ rmust be brought to a standard that shall lend i ts;ii to-' the 
\ changing interests of and methodology of the Champaign Park 

1'~ '{.(:{ ;..f-y '.District. Locker facilities must be immediately modernized 
~"" ...-. p((p;' to accommodate the already over-used facilities. C~4~6In 
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In its present form, 1t 1s unsanitary-to all potential users. 
New indoor lighting 1s needed to provide warmth and safety 
for its users. The fac1l1ty needs to be completely refurnished 
and a hardwood floor la1d in the gym area. The exterior 
frontage of the facility needs to be well lit. 

LONG RANGE GOALS 
1. 	The Champaign Park District must immediately develop pazk 

facilities n~!~pornood committees. Such a committee would 
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serve as 8. lisson between the directorate of the facUity, user 
and The Park Board. This body would have the responsib1lity 
of canvassing users and submitting recommendations to the 
Park District. It would be responsible for the observation 
as well as observation for the maintenance of its recreational 
facilities. It would serve as a meighborhood out reach service 
for user participation of the neighborhood programs. It would 
reflect the interests of its neighborhood for bond referendums 
and would serve as a park precinct during the time of the 
bond referendum elections. 

2. 	The Park District will plan on a continous basis for the long 
range upkeep and program changes to occur in its facilities.,:, 

SHORT RANGE AND LONG RANGE GOALS 
Recreation can not be described only as a proscribed usage of !!;~ure 
time. Yet 1t must include those soci:al and environmental forces which 
af.fect l.eiS"...u-e time. This sh.a.lJ. require a short and long range goal 
by the Champaign Park Dist£ict in which it allows and assists in the 
development of programs which will oombat the destructive forces upon 
le.isure time. We can not turn our backs upon drug addiction by hand
ing a kid a basketball. This means that recreation must combat the 
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problems of drug usage and abuse. This applies to ill1terary and social 
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discipline. School children at all levels who are unable to read pro
blems again will not be solved by a bigger gymnasium. This means that 
leisure must be eonstructed that it maximizes participation and bebest 
all of the users potentials towards a resolution ot his social ills. 
Slow readers must be countered with leisurely Ree room programs that 

\1' 	 ;. ~ 	 will improve their reading. Gang violence refleots a leisurely as well 
as a social economic problem. Recreation must be employed in such a 
faShion that it counteracts and anticipates this form of social 
decadency. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have discussed a new role;for _urbarL~Qatien. It 
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is a ro1e that must occur if recreation is to reflect 
and to produce a change in values among its users. It 
not, those who have been forced to live and who shall 
continue to live in deprived areas o~ our community 
and society will use the antiquated approach o~ re
creation for self destruction and if it is in fact a 
desire o£ the Champaign Park District to meet the needs 
of changing users, then it itsel.f must change or re
creation in Black Communj+1,es shall cease to Jx1st due 
to the predominance of 0' c;ociaJ. forces. 
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